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In the midst of the Scottish Highlands lie the huge 
hunting grounds of our partner. Scotland - that is the 
epitome of a sporting and challenging hunt for the 
mountain stags of this interesting hunting country. 

No other country in Europe has such a high density 
of game. The current population is estimated at over 
300,000. 



You can imagine that the annual reduction alone 
amounts to several tens of thousands; it is no wonder 
that these hunts are so popular. Over the years, the 
stalkers have always succeeded in getting their guests 
to shoot. Once you have hunted in the Highlands, 
you will always be drawn back to this magnificent 
landscape with its many red and sika deer. In 

Scotland you don‘t hunt for the trophy, here hunting 
is still hunting. You have to stalk, watch out for the 
wind and sometimes approach the desired deer at 
the slowest possible pace. All this, combined with 
Scottish hospitality and the lovely stalkers, makes 
these hunts worthwhile. 

The Scottish mountain deer does not get very strong. The Scottish mountain deer does not get very strong. 
The Highlands are not wooded, but overgrown with The Highlands are not wooded, but overgrown with 
knee-high heather and this gives you a clear view of knee-high heather and this gives you a clear view of 
the magnificent all-round panorama . You will be the magnificent all-round panorama . You will be 
amazed at how close your stalking guide will bring amazed at how close your stalking guide will bring 

you to game. The stalkers are true masters of stalking you to game. The stalkers are true masters of stalking 
and know red and sika game from a young age. It is and know red and sika game from a young age. It is 
fun to hunt with these menfun to hunt with these men



All calibres suitable for deer hunting in Scotland 
are also permitted, but please avoid bringing your 
heavy big game rifle. Anything more powerful than 
.30-06 or 7 x 64 is viewed with suspicion. The Scots 
themselves shoot their red and sika game with 
relatively small calibres (7mm Rem), because game 
is a valuable commodity for them. We are happy to 
give you tips on weapons, equipment and optics. 

Some more advice for hunting in Scotland: Dress so 
that you don‘t sweat when stalking. However, when 
resting on the mountain where a steady wind blows, 
don‘t freeze either. Take good shoes with gaiters, 
light binoculars and, if you have them, a spotting 
scope. Then nothing can go wrong and you can look 
forward to interesting and eventful hunting days.  



Scotland offers many sights and it is worthwhile to 
add a few holiday days after the hunt. For example, 
the world-famous Loch Ness with the sea monster 
Nessie is only about an hour‘s drive away. During 

your stay you will stay in cosy lodges or small hotels 
(bed and breakfast, half board full board), which are 
furnished in the ambience of Scotland. You will feel 
at home there, because the Scots are very hospitable.



1. Offer Stag Hunting in Scotland  
• 5 nights with full board in a double room - up to 4 hunting days - stalking guide - hunting organisation 1:2 
- all transports in the hunting area - inclusive 1 red stag   

per Hunter          £ 2.345,00

• Each additional red stag costs        £ 1.300,00
• Each additional sika stag costs         £ 1.300,00
• No repayment should no stag be shot

Service charges:
• Surcharge stalking guide 1:1 per hunting day   £ 160,00
• Tip per stag (recommendation)   £   60,00
• Rental weapon/day   £   55,00
• Single room supplement   £   50,00
• Boiling off trophies with long nose, per piece   £   50,00
• Weapons import licence   £ 250,00
• Non-hunting companion per day   £ 180,00
• Handling fee Hunter   £ 150,00
• Transport of trophies to the home country
• Alcoholic beverages
• Transfer from the airport f/b
• Journeys to the precinct, if necessary 

2. Offer Stag Hunting in Scotland  
• 6 nights with full board in a double room - up to 4 hunting days - stalking guide - hunting organisation 1:2 
- all transports in the hunting area - inclusive 2 red stags

per Hunter £ 3.885,00

• Each additional red stag costs  £ 1.300,00
• Each additional sika stag costs  £ 1.300,00
• No repayment should only 1 stag be shot



Things to know about hunting in Scotland:

Hunting is not allowed on Sundays in Scotland. Therefore, most of our guests arrive on this day and start hun-
ting on Monday morning. Red deer may be hunted from 1 July to 20 October. From mid-September onwards 
- at least the old stags - have completely fledged. The rut takes place in the first half of October and it is a natu-
ral event of a special kind to witness the roaring of the red deer in the Highlands. A British import permit is 
required for entry with weapons. We can provide this. All we need is a copy of your European Firearms Pass.
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